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To Standardize . . . Or Not?
Standardization seems to be the current popular ‘management de jour’ solution.
But just as standardization has its benefits, it also has its downside. How’s a
manager to know when to standardize, and when not?
The leadership team was discussing
how each member was approaching
the issue of cost reduction. “Take out
optionality!” That was the end-all
answer for one of the leaders. “Every
time one of my people makes a choice
for himself, it costs me money. Taking
out options equals taking out costs.
I’m standardizing everything!”
Clearly, this leader was spot-on about his role in managing cost. And, standardization is one tool
at his disposal. His understanding of how his “take out optionality” strategy can impact the full
range of consequences is questionable.
Indeed, standardization is a very valuable tool, and through it many efficiencies can be gained.
For example:
•
•
•
•
•

Standardization allows a common language across groups to maximize communication;
Through it, less attention needs to be invested in “infrastructure,” allowing thought and
time to be invested where creativity and differentiation are most strategic;
Through it, less resources are required to build on top of a common platform so that perunit cost is lowered;
Standardization allows comparison across groups;
In the form of branding, standardization helps build company identity and recognition by
potential customers.

But, just as standardization has its benefits, here are some examples of its drawbacks.
•

Over 100 studies from the field of management have shown that as rules increase,
employee satisfaction goes down. In these studies satisfaction was measured by turnover,
absenteeism, and lowered productivity, all of which have a direct bottom line cost.
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•

Another downside of standardization is a consequence of the intention to decrease the
amount of thought required by employees. Reducing “optionality,” trains out the activity
of thought. “Don’t think, just do it the way I told you to do it.” Then when creative
thinking becomes necessary to address changing environmental demands, the ability to
think has atrophied. In areas that are standardized, agility is reciprocally limited.

•

Who imposes the standards makes a big difference. Along with standards comes the
necessity of enforcement. Enforcement itself requires resources and authority in order to
impose consequences. When standards are issued from the support functions rather than
from within the line, the governance system can be weakened. Authority necessary for
enforcement can either compete with authority of the line or replace it. In either case,
capacity is wrested away from the central task of the business unit to produce, and of the
manager to manage.

•

A final example, although others could be cited, is the likelihood that the solutions don’t
match the problems. Plug-and-plays are highly valued in certain situations and
detrimental in others. The key is discerning whether the situation is business as usual or
business as unusual. Glossing over unique issues with a ready-made response will
exacerbate the original problem.

So where’s the balance point between the pros and the cons of standardization?
The work of early cyberneticists who applied their understanding of systems theory to
organizations gives sound guidance. Not new or trendy, their thinking is wise and timeless.
Back in the mid-50’s, W.R. Ashby coined the term “requisite variety.” Applying his cybernetic
term to organizations means that the amount of variability in the organization should be matched
to the variability in the environment in order to maximize desired results.
One of Ashby’s buddies, Fred Emery, made the concept of requisite variety more
understandable. Emery said there are different types of workplace environments that vary from
being very placid to very turbulent.
Effective organizations match their internal processes to their environments. This matched level
of organizational adaptability is requisite variety. If the external environment is stable and
unchanging, then the organization can best operate by standard processes.
But if the organization has a bumpy environment, – for example, if it has lots of competitors, is
facing changing technologies, must compete for scarce resources, or must deal with other highly
dynamic situations – then standardization can inhibit its wellbeing. Under turbulent conditions
its adaptability and sustainability are dependent upon maximizing creativity without the
constraints of over-standardization.
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So for today’s managers, these cyberneticists might say, “Keep your eye on your environment.
If things look bumpy, if you have highly divergent and specialized technologies, if things are
changing rapidly, if you are fiercely competing to hire and retain the type of people your
technology needs, then let up on the rules.
“That’s the time to allow optionality but to manage it thoughtfully. If the situation is stable and
the future looks like a continuation of the present, reduce the emphasis on creative solutions and
stick with what works.”

What’s Your Opinion? Click here to join the Macy Holdings Leadership Forum and
comment on this article.
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